
STRATEGIES FOR 
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SECTION



Understand the Reading Section's Format

§ Understand the timing: You have 65 minutes to answer 52 questions based on 5 passages. (On 
the PSAT you have 60 minutes to answer 47 questions based on 5 passages.)

§ Be familiar with the four genres: literature, science, history, and social science.
§ Literature passage will always come first.
§ There will be one science, one history, and one social science. One of these three genres will be repeated in the 

form of a double passage.

§ Be familiar with the types of questions:
§ Big Picture  The central claim of the passage is……
§ Little Picture/Function  Based on lines 64 – 78, one positive effect of space mining…..
§ Inference  The author of passage 1 indicates that using the Internet without safeguards could……
§ Vocabulary in Context  As used in line 40, “plastic” most nearly means…
§ Author Technique  - The author most likely uses the examples in lines 9 – 12 to…..
§ Evidence Support - Which choice best supports the author’s claim that there is common ground shared by…
§ Data Interpretation – According to the graph, the majority of pollutants…..



Timing is Everything on the SAT! 
Let’s do some calculations.

§ Five total reading passages – (4 single and one double)

§ 65 minutes divided by 5 equals 13 minutes per passage

§ 4 to 5 minutes reading the passage

§ 8 to 9 minutes to answer approximately 10 questions

§ Approximately 54 seconds to answer each question

This is solely an approximation of timing!



Three Most Common Methods to Attack Passages

§ Method #1 - Skim the Passage First - Skim effectively, just read the 
introductory paragraph, conclusion paragraph, and first and last 
sentences of each body paragraph.

§ Method #2 - Skip Straight to the Questions – Allow the questions to 
guide your read.

§ Method #3 – Read the passage in full. Critically read the passage and 
then answer the questions.  On the next slide, we will discuss why this 
method can be the most effective and how to make it work for you.



Tips on Reading the Passage First – Then Answering the 
Questions

Can you or should you peak at the questions?  
YES!



Tips on Reading the Passage First – Then Answering 
the Questions

Now step 1 in 
ANNOTATING
the passage.



The Main Problem with Method #2 – Reading the Questions First

§On the majority of sections, at least half of the questions do 
not contain a line reference.

§ You are going to miss the main idea, the big picture, the
overarching theme.

HOWEVER, when critically reading the 
passage, DO NOT drown in the details.  



Don't Ignore Passage Introductions

§ Introductory blurb contains valuable information, and if you skip it, 
you could miss out on easy points.

§ At the very least, passage introductions give you context for what 
you’re about to read so you aren't too confused about who’s who or 
where the passage is set.

Introductory blurbs could provide the name of a character, a conflict,
context of a passage, or a note of comparison between the two

passages on the double passage.





Does this introduction help?



Don’t Let the Answer Choices Sway You

Test creators hope that every test taker looks at answer 
choices like a lunch menu!

• When possible, try and predict your answer choice before looking at the four options.
• Every answer choice should have something appealing in it ---it may be a phrase or just a 
word or two.

• Try to narrow it down to two choices.
• As you practice on Khan Academy and complete practice exams, analyze why answer 
choices are wrong.
• Opposite answer distractor
• Not relevant/not accurate
• Half right is all wrong
• Too extreme 
• Too narrow
• Accurate statement but does not answer the question



Tackling the Evidence Based Questions

§ .



Interact with the Passage - ANNOTATE

§ No right or wrong way to annotate

§ Research based and proven to improve comprehension

§ Underline, circle, symbols

§ Write in the margins
§ Key words
§ Phrases
§ BRIEF summaries



Get Interested in the Passage!!!!!!!

§ Treat this as a learning experience, not a chore, and you’ll find it much 
easier to remember what happened in the passage.  If the passage is 
about “amphibians in crisis”, imagine that you love salamanders and 
toads, and you want to ensure their survival.  

§ If your brain is in “wow, interesting” mode rather than “blah, blah, just 
have to get to the questions” mode, you’ll have a more pleasant 
experience on the test and a better time answering the questions overall.


